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News Release

The University of Dayton

Aug. 19, 1993
Contact: Candace Stuart

UD RESEARCHERS AMONG GRANT RECIPIENTS
DAYTON, Ohio -- University of Dayton faculty members involved in statewide
research groups received a hand from the Ohio Board of Regents for projects designed to help
strengthen the state economy. The board selected two proposals by UD researchers and
collaborators from other institutions for Investment Fund grants for equipment and facilities.
Ohio Infrastructure Institute -- a consortium of UD; the universities of Cincinnati,
Toledo and Akron; and Cleveland State, Case Western Reserve, Ohio State and Ohio
universities -- was given more than $1 million to buy equipment to assess the conditions of
bridges, pavement and other crucial structures. The high-tech equipment will help researchers
assess and monitor existing facilities and design long-lasting new structures, said Manoochehr
Zoghi, an associate professor of civil engineering at UD.
"This will help us preserve and upgrade our infrastructure," he said.
The board gave a $100,000 grant to the Virtual Environment Consortium, which
includes UD, the University of Cincinnati and Wright State and Miami universities. The
consortium will study the design of technologies that simulate the real world and the
interaction of people with those technologies.
Unlike most virtual reality research, which centers on technology without looking at its
impact on the users, "we'll be focusing on human performance issues," said David Biers, an
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associate professor of psychology at UD.
UD was among 13 Ohio universities and two state centers to share the $8 million
Investment Fund grants. By providing the grants, the board aims to encourage researchers to
pool resources and expertise in areas that hold economic promise for the state.
-30Manoochehr Zoghi lives in Oakwood and David Biers is a Kettering resident.
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